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This paper overviews some recent studies of spatio-temporal structure of poloidal (high-m) Alfvén waves (Pc4—5) in the magneto-

sphere, with taking into account finite field line curvature and plasma pressure. The effects of finite pressure plasma are especially 

essential near the magnetospheric equator, where an opaque region for Alfvén waves can be formed. This region is bounded by two 

turning points which restrain penetration of the wave energy far from the ionosphere, and an Alfvén resonator appears on a part of 

the field line adjacent to the ionosphere. Due to this effect the ULF pulsations in the Northern and Southern hemispheres can be non-

conjugated. Another result is a peculiar field-aligned structure of the wave magnetic field: its fundamental harmonic must have three 

nodes, rather than one node as with  cold  plasma. The transverse structure of the wave is determined by the excitation mechanism. It is 

supposed in the report that wave is emitted by an alternating current created by the drifting particle cloud or ring current inhomogene-

ity. It is shown that the wave appears in some azimuthal location simultaneously with the particle cloud arrival at the same spot. The 

wave propagate westward, in the direction of the proton drift. The expected properties of the wave (amplitude, polarization, hodogram) 

are close to the observed properties of poloidal ULF pulsations. 

INTRODUCTION
Among ultra low-frequency oscillations in the Earth's 

magnetosphere, the azimuthally small-scale Alfvén 

waves are distinguished, i. e., the waves with large 

azimuthal wave numbers m>>1. These waves usually 

have poloidal polarization i. e., field lines oscillate in 

radial direction. Recently these waves were studied 

with the multi-satellite CLUSTER mission [2, 15] 

and SuperDARN radars [17]. Theoretical studies of 

such waves are performed on the basis of magneto-

sphere models with the field lines curvature, two-

dimensional inhomogeneity of the plasma and the 

magnetic field, the plasma finite pressure are taken 

into account.

Leonovich and Mazur [8] showed that in a curved 

magnetic field the high-m monochromatic Alfvén 

waves generally propagate across magnetic shells. 

However, it was found that the mode structure is very 

sensitive to the excitation process. For example, if 

the wave is excited by a impulsive source, the local-

ization region can be a whole magnetosphere, with a 

wave polarization changing in time [6, 9]. Thus, in 

order to obtain results that can be compared with the 

experiments, one should elaborate theory of the re-

alistic wave generation mechanism. There are some 

hints that these waves are generated by substorm in-

jected particles drifting in the magnetosphere: there 

are statistical relations between high-m pulsations and 

ring current intensifications [1], and observations of 

events when the waves appeared in some azimuthal 

location simultaneously with a cloud of substorm 

injected protons [16]. A realistic generation mecha-

nism was suggested by Guglielmi and Zolotukhina 

[4]: an excitation by a moving cloud of substorm in-

jected particles by means of its alternating current. 

An analytical theory of the spatio-temporal evolution 

of the wave field generated by this mechanism in a 

curved magnetic field was developed by Mager and 

Klimushkin [10]. In this paper we are going to pres-

ent an easy to grasp semi-qualitative version of this 

theory, along with some experimental arguments it its 

favour.

Besides, the field aligned structure of the high-m 

waves in the magnetosphere was not examined in full 

detail. Implicitly, it is commonly assumed that this 

structure has a typical scale of about the field line 

length between the conjugate ionospheres, being 

a sort of sinus function. However, at high latitudes 

where the magnetic field lines are essentially non-di-

pole, a field aligned structure can be different, which 

can significantly change the structure [13]. In this 
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paper we are going to examine a field-aligned struc-

ture of Alfvén waves taking into account the plasma 

inhomogeneity across magnetic shells and in the 

direction along an external magnetic field, the field 

line curvature, and finite plasma pressure.

PRINCIPAL EQUATIONS
Here we present the basic equations describing poloi-

dal Alfvén waves in a finite pressure plasma immersed 

into a curved magnetic field. Let us introduce an or-

thogonal curvilinear coordinate system 
1 2 3

{ , , }x x x , 

in which the field lines play the role of coordinate 

lines 
3x , the stream lines are coordinate lines 

2x , and 

the surfaces of constant pressure (magnetic shells) 

are coordinate surfaces 
1

= constx . The coordinates 
1x  and 

2x  represent the radial and azimuthal coordi-

nates; the parameter L and azimuthal angle ϕ , re-

spectively, can be used to represent them. The physi-

cal length along a field line is expressed in terms of an 

increment of the corresponding coordinate as 
3

P 3
=dl g dx , where 3g  is the component of the met-

ric tensor, and 
3

g  is the Lamé coefficient. Similarly, 

for the transverse direction one has 
1

1 1
=dl g dx , and 

2

2 2
=dl g dx . The determinant of the metric tensor 

is 
1 2 3

=g g g g .

We shall consider the magnetosphere within the 

axially symmetric approximation. In this case all 

equilibrium quantities (plasma pressure 
0

P , density 

0
ρ , and the magnetic field 

0
B ) will be independent 

of the azimuthal coordinate. Plasma equilibrium in 

the magnetic field is described by the relation:

 
1

0 0 0
=(4 ) .P −∇ π ×J B  (1)

Here we have designated 

 
0 0

4
=  ,

c
⊥

π
≡ ∇×J B j  (2)

where ⊥j  is the current flowing through the magne-

tosphere across field lines.

The MHD wave of frequency ω , which propa-

gates in hot plasma, is described by the equation [5]: 

2

0 0 0 0 0

1
= ( ) [ [ ]]

4
P P−ρ ω ξ ∇ ξ⋅∇ + γ ∇ ⋅ξ + × ∇× ξ× −

π
J B

 0 0

1
[ [ ]],

4
− × ∇×∇× ξ×

π
B B  (3)

where ξ is the displacement vector of plasma from 

the equilibrium position, and γ  is the adiabatic in-

dex. The transverse component of the displacement 

vector may be expressed in terms of the wave's elec-

tric field E: 

 

0

2

0

= .
ic

B
⊥

×
ξ −

ω
B E

 
(4)

Note that E⊥B
0
 because of perfect plasma conductivity.

Within the approximation 1m >>  , the electric 

field of the MHD wave may be represented as 

 = .⊥−∇ ΦE  (5)

From equation (3), by using the relations (4), (5), it is 

possible to obtain the equation describing the Alfvén 

wave with 1m >> , propagating in a plasma with small 

but finite pressure [7]: 

 

2

1 1
( ) ( ) = 0.P Tm L L⎡ ⎤ω − ∂ ω ∂ Φ⎣ ⎦

 (6)

Following notation are introduced here: the operator 

of the toroidal mode 

 

2

2

3 3 2

1

( ) =T

gg
L

g Ag

ω
ω ∂ ∂ +

 

(7)

(here 
0

= / 4A B πρ  is the Alfvén velocity), and the 

operator of the poloidal mode 

 

2

1

3 3 2

2

( ) = .P

gg
L

g Ag

⎛ ⎞ω
ω ∂ ∂ + + η⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠  

(8)

Here 

 

4
= 2 ,

j
K K

c B
⊥π⎛ ⎞η − + γβ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
K  is the local curvature of a field line, and γ  is the 

adiabatic index.

For the ideally conducting ionosphere, the bound-

ary conditions for the Φ -function («potential») are 

written as 

 
= 0,

l
I

±
Φ

 
(9)

where Il±  denotes the points of the intersection of a 

field line with the ionosphere.

FIELD-ALIGNED STRUCTURE

It is obvious that when 

 
2 1

l l

∂Φ ∂Φ
>>

∂ ∂
   (10)
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the structure of the wave is determined by the poloidal 

operator; the necessary condition is a large value 

of the azimuthal wave number ( 1m >>  ). Then, the 

equation determining the field-aligned structure of 

the poloidal mode is written as 

 ( ) = 0.PL ω Φ  (11)

Let us change the field-aligned variable to ξ deter-

mined as 

 

3

1

= .
g

d dx
g

ξ

As a result, Eq. (11) can be presented in the form of 

the Schrödinger equation: 

 

2 2

1

2 2

2

( )
= 0,

g H

g A

∂ ω − ξ
Φ + Φ

∂ξ
 

(12)

where the term 

 

2 2 4
( ) = = 2

j
H A A K K

c B
⊥π⎛ ⎞ξ − η + γβ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠  

(13)

is often called the ballooning term.

For heuristic purposes, Eq. (12) will be solved 

first in the WKB approximation. The resulting field-

aligned component of the wave vector is determined 

from the expression: 

 

2
2

P 2

( )
( ) = .

H
k

A

ω − ξ
ξ

 
(14)

In a cold plasma, when H = 0, an Alfvén wave has 

no turning point, that is 
2

> 0Pk  everywhere. Thus the 

entire field line between the conjugate ionospheres 

is transparent for the Alfvén wave and the oscillation 

has a familiar sinusoidal structure. Let us denote the 

harmonic wave number N  as a number of nodes plus 

1 (that is, the fundamental harmonic has =1N ).

In a finite pressure plasma, the sign and magnitude 

of the ballooning term in (12) determines the field-

aligned structure of the wave disturbance. An 

interesting effect occurs under the outward gradient of 

pressure, 
1

/ > 0P x∂ ∂ . Let us find the region along the 

field line where the function ( )H ξ  has its maximum. 

Usually, the second term in (13) dominates, thus H 

varies along the parallel coordinate as 
2 1H K −∝ ρ , 

where ρ  is the plasma density. The plasma pressure is 

to be constant along the field line, whereas the field 

line curvature K  and inverse density 
1−ρ  both peak 

near the equator. Therefore, the function ( )H ξ  has a 

maximum at the equator (Fig. 1) and > 0H .

As it follows from Eq. (14), in this case the func-

tion 
2
( )Pk ξ  can change its sign along the field line. 

The point 
0

l , where 
2

0
( ) = 0Pk l , is the turning point 

for a poloidal Alfvén wave. The region where 
2

< 0Pk , is 

an opaque region, where the wave becomes evanes-

cent, and the region where 
2

> 0Pk  is transparent for 

waves.

When H has a maximum at the magnetospheric 

equator, which is usually the case, the opaque re-

gion is located in the vicinity of the top of a field line. 

Thus, two sub-resonators (regions I and II in Fig. 1) 

are formed, bounded by the ionosphere and the turn-

ing point near the equator, 
0

l± .

The structure of the wave potential 
1

Φ  for the 

fundamental mode must be most deformed in com-

parison with the cold plasma case, since the opaque 

region is largest and «deepest» for it. Furthermore, in 

the magnetosphere the opaque region may not exist 

for higher harmonics. In a cold plasma, the ampli-

tude of the electric field of the fundamental harmon-

ic (N = 0 ) has a maximum at the equator. In a finite 

pressure plasma with an opaque region near the top 

of a field line, it has a minimum at the equator and 

Fig. 1. Sketch demonstrating the dependence of H  (top) 

and 2

Pk  (bottom) on Pl  and showing probable locations of 

the transparent and opaque regions. Here 
0

l±  are the turning 

points for a harmonic with eigenfrequency 
nω , 

Il±  are the 

intersection points of a field line with the ionosphere. The 

shaded areas I and II correspond to the transparent regions.
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two maxima in both hemispheres, that is a total of 

three extremes. The wave transverse magnetic field 

b  is determined by the field-aligned derivative of po-

tential Φ  as 

 

1

P2

1
.b

lg

∂
∝ Φ

∂

Therefore, the magnetic field of the fundamental 

harmonic must have three nodes, rather than one 

node as in a cold plasma. The magnetic field of the 

second harmonic must have only two nodes, just like 

in the = 0β  case.

Since the WKB approximation cannot give the 

quantitative results for the fundamental modes, a nu-

merical solution of the wave equation (11) must be 

performed. The results of this modeling completely 

confirm those of the WKB analysis, described above 

(Fig. 2), equatorial including gap of the wave electric 

field and three node structure of the magnetic field. 

For more details of the numerical calculations, see 

[12].

TRANSVERSE STRUCTURE

Theory. The generation of the Alfvén wave by a cloud 

of substorm injected particles in a curved magnetic 

field was studied by Mager and Klimushkin [10] in 

terms of the stationary phase method. But the main 

features of the spatio-temporal structure of the wave 

field can be elucidated in a rather simple qualitative 

way.

Let us consider a cloud of particles injected into 

the axially-symmetric magnetosphere at some time 

instant = 0t . This cloud can be considered as an 

impulse propagating from one location on the azi-

muthal coordinate to another at drift angular velocity 

( )d xω .

Wave excitation by a sudden impulse in the entire 

magnetosphere is well studied theoretically [6, 9]. 

In this case, the azimuthal wave number m  may be 

prescribed arbitrarily. Each field line oscillates with 

its own eigenfrequency ω , which depends on the 

radial coordinate x  (the coordinate across magnetic 

shells). Hence, the electric field of the wave is deter-

mined by the expression: 

 
( )

, ,
=| | e ,

i x t im

x y x yE E − ω + ϕ
 (15)

where ϕ  is the azimuthal angle (it is equivalent to the 
2x  coordinate) and y  denotes the azimuthal coordi-

nate, which can be defined as =y Lϕ . In the course 

of the evolution the wave structure becomes smaller-

scale in the radial direction due to the phase mixing, 

and an initially poloidally polarized wave transforms 

into a toroidal one.

For the azimuthally drifting source, the m num-

ber is determined by the generation mechanism. In 

the reference system of the source, the phase just be-

hind the source must be constant, thus the Doppler-

shifted wave frequency * = dmω ω− ω  must be zero. 

Hence, we obtain the expression for the m-number: 

 

1

1

( )
= .

( )d

x
m

x

ω
ω  (16)

Note that this value depend on the radial coordinate. 

Hence, eq. (15) is replaced by 

 = ( ) | | e .
i

dE t E ΨΘ ω − ϕ  (17)

Here Ψ  is the wave phase determined as: 

 

1

1

( )
= ( ) .

( )d

x
x t

x

ω
Ψ −ω + ϕ

ω
 

(18)

The Heaviside step function ( )d tΘ ω − ϕ  indicates 

that the wave appears in some azimuthal location 

Fig. 2. The field-aligned structure of the fundamental har-

monic at = 6L  shell. Here E  and b  are the wave electric 

and magnetic fields, respectively, and θ  is the geomagnetic 

latitude. For the wave magnetic field, the structure for = 0β  

and > 0β  cases is shown. The ratio of equatorail plasma to 

magnetric pressure is = 0.8eqβ
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simultaneously with the particle cloud arrival in the 

same spot because the energy of the Alfvén wave al-

most does not propagate transverse to the field lines: 

the wave can be viewed as to be carried by the cloud.

Let us describe the main features of the solution 

obtained.

Azimuthal wave structure. The wave frequency is 

fully determined by the radial coordinate and does 

not depend on the nature of the source. So, if two 

clouds are drifting in opposite azimuthal directions, 

they must generate waves with the same frequencies 

determined by the eigenfrequency on this magnetic 

surface: = ( )Lω ω . But the azimuthal wave number 

depends on the particle energy because it is defined 

through the equality (16) and the drift frequency de-

pends on the particle energy as 

 
3

8 10 ,d L−ω ≈ ⋅ ε  (19)

where dω , L , and ε  are measured in degrees per 

minute, Earth's radii, and keV, respectively [14]. 

So, one can expect different | |m  values for the wave 

generated by electrons and ions.

Radial structure and phase motion. The radial xk  

and azimuthal yk  components of the wave vec-

tor are defined through the phase as = /xk x∂Ψ ∂  

and = /yk y∂Ψ ∂ . Here the azimuthal component is 

= /yk m L . Its sign is determined by the direction of 

the drift. It points westward (eastward) if the wave is 

excited by ions (electrons).

Let 
0

= / dt ϕ ω  be a time instant when the source 

reaches the point with a given azimuthal coordinate 

ϕ . The Heaviside function ( )d tΘ ω − ϕ  in the Eq. 

(17) shows that if 
0

<t t , the wave field is absent.

The wave vector radial component is determined as 

 

= = ( ) d
x d

d d

k t t ′⎛ ⎞ ωω′Ψ − ω − ϕ − ω⎜ ⎟ω ω⎝ ⎠  

(20)

(prime means the radial derivative, 
1

/ l∂ ∂ ). Its sign 

depends on the drift velocity profile and varies with 

space and time. Let us consider the most interesting 

case when the drift frequency increases with the ra-

dial coordinate. Since in the most part of the magne-

tosphere the Alfvén eigenfrequency decreases with L, 

< 0′ω , then the first right-hand side term of the pre-

vious equation is positive when 
0

>t t  and grows with 

time, but the second one is always negative. Thus, 

there is also another special time instant, 

 
1

( / )
= .dt

′ω ω
ϕ

′ω
It is clearly seen that just after moment of the source 

passing the point with given azimuthal coordinate 

(
0

= / dt ϕ ω ) till 1t , the wave vector radial component 

is negative, < 0xk . It means the equatorward phase 

propagation in projection onto the ionosphere along 

the field lines. At the moment 
1
t  the radial compo-

nent changes its sign and becomes positive.

Wave polarization. The Alfvén wave magnetic field 

oscillates transverse to the perpendicular wave vec-

tor, = 0⊥ ⊥⋅B k , hence the ratio of the radial and azi-

muthal magnetic field components is 

 

= .
yx

y x

kB

B k
−

 

(21)

Since both xB  and yB  components are presented 

in the wave field, the mode has a mixed polarization 

(intermediate between toroidal and poloidal). At the 

moment 1t  this value becomes zero, = 0xk . It is the 

moment when the mode is purely poloidal for the 

given location. When 
1

>t t , the wave vector radial 

Fig. 3. Polarization ellipses of the wave excited by the moving 

cloud at different time instants. Dashed lines represent the 

drifting source. The bold line corresponds to = 0xk  (purely 

poloidal polarization of the wave). The right and left parts of 

the figure correspond to electrons and ions, respectively. Thin 

lines represent the lines of constant phase
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component becomes positive. In the course of time, 

xk  grows, which means that the mode trasforms from 

poloidal to toroidal. A reason for this transformation 

is the phase mixing. Indeed, for 
1

t t>> , the first term 

in Eq. (18) is much larger, than the second one, and 

xk  is determined by the derivative of the first term (as 

in Eq. 15), that is, it grows with time as xk t′≈ −ω .

The corresponding polarization ellipse of the 

wave is depicted in Fig. 3. It must be noted that the 

wave is approximately linearly polarized because in 

the WKB approximation both radial and azimuthal 

magnetic field components have the same phase. The 

most interesting feature of these graphs is the change 

of the polarization ellipse orientation due to the xk  

sign change. At the beginning, the ellipse is inclined 

to the x  axis (mixed wave polarization), then it is 

directed along this axis (pure poloidal polarization), 

then it is inclined in the opposite direction (mixed 

polarization again).

A simple qualitative explanation of this wave po-

larization change can be given. Let us plot the lines of 

constant phase in the x — ϕ  plane (see Fig. 3). Con-

sider the wave generated by protons. The whole pat-

tern in Fig. 3 is shifting in the right-hand side direc-

tion. Just nearby the source they go almost parallel to 

the source. Due to the assumed increase of particle 

drift velocity with distance from the Earth, the source 

stretches into the strip at an acute angle to the lines 

=x const  (the angle is measured counter-clockwise), 

which leads to inward phase motion and negative xk . 

In the vicinity of the source, the wave can be consid-

ered as a plane wave (the line of the constant phase 

go almost parallel to each other), hence the phase 

difference between two nearby points with the same 

ϕ  value is determined as 
2 1

( )xk x xΔΨ ≈ − . If 
2 1

>x x  

this difference is negative. But after the source has 

passed the point with given ϕ  coordinate, each field 

line becomes oscillating with its own frequency de-

creasing with the radial coordinate (phase mixing), 

and the phase difference becomes 
2 1

( )xk x xΔΨ ≈ − −
2 1

( ( ) ( ))x x t− Ω − Ω . Here 
2 1

( ) < ( )x xΩ Ω , thus ΔΨ  

decreases with time, and at some instant changes its 

sign. So, it is phase mixing which is responsible for 

the change of the sign of the radial phase velocity and 

corresponding change of the wave polarization.

Comparison with the experiments. If the drift ve-

locity grows with the radial coordinate, the particle 

cloud is stretched into spiral in the equatorial plane. 

This leads to inward phase motion and negative value 

of the wave vector radial component or, being pro-

jected onto the ionosphere, to the equatorward phase 

propagation. This still unexplained feature of the 

high-m waves was often observed with radars (see, 

e.g., [17]). As we see, it has a simple explanation in 

terms of theory, considered here [11].

Yet another validation of this theory is given by 

substorm related Pc5 event considered in detail by 

Zolotukhina et al. (2008). The substorm happened on 

September 17, 2000, with the onset at 03:20:25 UT at 

the geographical longitude = 266λ  [3]. Geostation-

ary satellites GOES 8 and 10 have the geographical 

longitudes = 285λ  (GOES 8) and = 225λ  (GOES 

10), thus the onset took place between the satellites 

(Fig. 4).

Shortly after the onset, the satellites registered Pc5 

variations of magnetic field: immediately after the 

onset at GOES 8 and 12—14 min after the onset at 

GOES 10. The periods of oscillations observed by 

both satellites were almost the same: at 220 s (GOES 

8) and 230 s (GOES 10).

Satellites' magnetic data were transformed into the 

mean-field-aligned coordinate system: the x  and y  

Fig. 4. The position of the substorm onset and the satellites for 

the moments of observations of the events
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coordinates are directed outward (radial coordinate) 

and eastward (azimuthal coordinate), and z  coor-

dinate is directed along the averaged magnetic field. 

Hence, the transformed ( )xB t , ( )yB t , and ( )zB t  

variations approximately describe the poloidal, tor-

oidal and field aligned components of magnetic field 

vector B, respectively. It is significant that in zB  au-

to-spectra from GOES 8 and GOES 10 there were no 

spectral maxima at the same periods as in transverse 

components ,x yB B . Thus we believe that in the case 

under study the Pc5 were transverse magnetic field 

oscillations.

After GOES 8 and 10 observed the magnetic fluc-

tuations, the LANL satellites detected an increase of 

the particle fluxes (positions of the satellites are de-

picted in Fig. 3). West of the onset, the increase was 

in proton flux pJ : first it was registered by the LANL 

9 satellite located west of the onset ( = 71Δλ ; here 

and below the Δλ  values are positive/negative west/

east of the substorm onset meridian) in tΔ =18—25 

mi nutes after the onset, then by LANL 4 ( =162Δλ , 

= 28tΔ  to 47 min) and even later by LANL 1 ( =Δλ
= 258 , = 40tΔ  to 70 minutes). An analogous pic-

ture was observed for electron flux eJ : first it was reg-

istered by LANL 1 ( = 102Δλ − , = 25tΔ  to 50 min) 

then by LANL 4 ( = 198Δλ − , = 44tΔ  to 66 min). 

With promotion in the east (LANL 9, 4, and 1) or 

west (LANL 1 and 4) direction, the flux growth rate 

was damping.

In the inhomogeneous geomagnetic field, particles 

of opposite charges drift in opposite directions: 

negative particles (electrons) drift eastward, 

and positive particles (ions) drift westward. This 

immediately provides an interpretation of the double 

event reported in the previous section: GOES 8 

(located east of the substorm onset) detected waves 

generated by drifting electrons, and GOES 10 (west 

of the onset) detected waves generated by positive 

ions. Thus, we have a heuristic model of the event: 

substorm injected clouds of particles (with opposite 

charges) directly drive the waves. The waves observed 

by both GOES 10 and GOES 8 satellites have almost 

the same frequencies, which fits the theoretical 

expectations described above: being determined by 

the radial coordinate, the wave frequency should not 

depend on the nature of the source.

The proton cloud was drifting westward and had 

performed almost complete turn around the Earth. 

The damping of flux growth rate pJ  in the course 

of the drift is a natural consequence of the cloud 

spreading, as is expected in the case of the injection 

localized in the azimuthal coordinate. With a knowl-

edge of the LANL 9 angular distance (LANL 9 was 

the nearest satellite to GOES 10) from the point of 

the substorm onset, = 71Δλ , and the correspond-

ing time lag tΔ =18—25 min, it is possible to calcu-

late the drift velocities of the particles comprised the 

leading front of the proton cloud: = 3dω  to 4  per 

a minute. Thus, at the instant of GOES 10 magnetic 

observations, the proton cloud indeed was some-

where nearby this satellite. An interpretation of the 

Pc5 pulsations registered by GOES 8 satellite is simi-

lar, but here observed were the oscillations generated 

by the substorm injected electrons.

This conclusion is supported by the inspection of 

the hodograms of the pulsations registered by GOES 

10 and GOES 8 satellites. These hodograms are de-

picted in Fig. 5 (200—250 s filtered magnetic field 

oscillations, the xy  plane). It is clearly seen in this 

figure that the direction of the transverse magnetic 

field oscillations ( B⊥ ) changes with time. At GOES 

8 B⊥  rotates counterclockwise: B⊥  oscillates along 

the ( , ) ( , )x y x y+ + ↔ − −  direction at the beginning, 

along the x  axis at the midpoint, and along the line 

),(),( yxyx +−↔−+  at the end. The sign of ⊥B  ro-

tation at GOES 10 is opposite to that at GOES 8: 

it rotates clockwise from the beginning to the end of 

the wave packet. Accordingly, the polarization of the 

waves detected by both satellites changes from mixed 

(between poloidal and toroidal) to poloidal, and then 

to mixed again.

As is seen from the comparison of Fig. 5 and 3, 

these are the very features expected from the theory. 

The hodograms of the wave detected by GOES 8 and 

10 rotated counterclockwise and clockwise, respec-

tively, as was expected for the waves generated by the 

clouds of electrons and ions, the polarization was 

linear and changes from mixed to poloidal to mixed 

again. This gives us additional hints for our interpre-

tation.

It is possible to evaluate the energy of the particles 

responsible for the wave generation. The wave activity 
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at GOES 10 (located about 40  west of the place of 

the injection) started 12—14 min after the onset. 

Using Eq. (19), we get the energy of ions 60ε ~  keV. 

The drift velocity dω  from 3  to 4  per minute, 

calculated from the LANL 9 data ( = 6.6 EL R ), 

corresponds to proton energy ε  from 55 to 75 keV, 

which is quite close to the previous estimate (note 

that GOES 10 was situated about 30  east of LANL 

9). At LANL 4 location ( =162Δλ  W), the drift 

velocity is 3.4dω ~ /min to 5.8 /min, which 

corresponds to the energy from : 65ε  to 110 keV, and 

at LANL 1 location ( = 258Δλ  W) the drift velocity 

is 3.7dω ~ /min to 6.5 /min, and the energy is 

70ε ~  to 120 keV. It is evident that the energy of the 

protons, forming the cloud leading (western) front, 

gradually increases in the course of drift, which can 

be explained by the non-stationarity and azimuthal 

non-uniformity of the magnetosphere, as well as by 

the precipitations of the low energy particles into the 

ionosphere. Nonetheless, the rough coincidence of 

the estimates obtained from the GOES 10 and LANL 

9 (nearest to GOES 10) data shows that it was a 

substorm injected westward drifting proton cloud, 

which was responsible for the generation of the waves 

seen in the GOES 10 data.

Unfortunately, the small angular distance between 

the place of the injection and the GOES 8 location 

together with the finite azimuthal size of the source 

and rather rough time resolution make impossible to 

perform an analogous estimation of the electron en-

ergy from the GOES 8 magnetic data and compare it 

with the LANL 1,4 results.

CONCLUSIONS

Ballooning term in the differential equation describ-

ing the field aligned structure of poloidal Alfvén waves 

in a finite pressure plasma, represent an effect of the 

finite-pressure plasma on the mode spatial structure. 

Under realistic conditions, it results in the occurrence 

of the opaque region in the vicinity of the equatorial 

plane of the magnetosphere. Consequently, the wave 

is composed of two weakly related parts adjacent 

to the ionosphere with a dip of an amplitude in the 

equatorial region. Due to this effect non-conjugate 

long-period (Pc4-5 and Pi2) pulsations may be ob-

served, or oscillations with a peculiar field-aligned 

structure: the wave magnetic field of the fundamen-

tal harmonic must have three nodes, rather than one 

node as is the in cold plasma.

It is suggested that the poloidal Alfvén waves are 

generated by alternating current of substorm injected 

particles drifting in the magnetosphere in the azi-

muthal direction. If the drift velocity grows with the 

radial coordinate, the particle cloud is stretched into 

spiral in the equatorial plane. This leads to inward 

phase motion and negative value of the wave vector 

radial component or, being projected onto the iono-

sphere, to the equatorward phase propagation, often 

observed with radars.

This theory can also provide an interpretation of the 

event occured just after 17.09.2000 substorm onset: 

the satellites GOES 8 and 10 satellites registered Pc5 

waves after the onset with the properties expected from 

the theory, namely double change of the polarization 

(mixed → poloidal → mixed), and change of the 

orientation of the polarization ellipse. It is possible 

that GOES 8 (located east of the substorm onset) 

detected the waves generated by drifting electrons, 

Fig. 5. The hodograms of the waves detected by GOES 10 

(left) and GOES 8 (right) in the 200—250 s band
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and GOES 10 (west of the onset) detected the waves 

generated by positive ions. The estimated energy 

of the ions responsible for the wave generation is 

~ 60  keV. This estimation is confirmed by the 

energetic particles data recorded by LANL satellites.
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